Immunotherapy of cancer stem cells in solid tumors: initial findings and future prospective.
Conventional chemotherapies seemed to have reached a therapeutic plateau in the treatment of solid tumors and many metastatic diseases are still incurable. Events of chemo-resistance and relapses appear to be sustained by a subset of putative cancer stem cells (CSCs). New anticancer strategies need to face this new challenge exploring their efficacy against CSCs. Immunotherapy has raised enthusiasms in cancer therapy and its potential against CSCs is an intriguing field of research. In this work we reviewed the immunotherapy approaches directed against CSCs in solid tumors. We schematically divided adaptive immunotherapy strategies, mainly based on dendritic cell-vaccination, and strategies exploiting MHC-unrestricted effectors like natural killer cells, γδ T lymphocytes and cytokine-induced killer cells. Findings, strength and limitations of these models are discussed and compared highlighting their potential clinical relevance. The important biologic role and clinical relevance of CSCs introduced a 'noble target' for immunotherapy and cancer treatments in general. Initial evidences suggest that CSCs may be susceptible to various types of immunotherapy attacks, overcoming their chemo-resistance. Investigation of important safety issues, based on shared features with 'normal' stem cells, along with intriguing synergisms with modulatory agents are open challenges for the next future and effective clinical translation.